
Introducing Our Newest Product, MWaveTM

Miller Edge is excited to announce our newest
product, MWave, an Intelligent Radar Sensor for
Doors. This motion sensor is equipped with dual
relays, allowing you to customize the capabilities to
detect pedestrian vs. vehicular traffic, and approaching
vs cross-traffic. The MWave comes pre-configured for
a wide range of applications and is ideal for fast-paced
environments.

MWave can be easily configured from the ground
when paired with the optional remote control, making it
convenient to program from the ground. With an IP67
rating, MWave can withstand inclement weather and
environment such as rain, snow, dust, and debris.

MWave is available on MyEdgeTM or contact your Miller Edge Sales Representative to
receive a quote.

MWave Sell Sheet Price Book

Dual Relays Designed for Your Needs

 The intelligent dual relay design provides detection capabilities that differentiate between
approaching versus cross-traffic, as well as pedestrian versus vehicular traffic.

Vehicle approaches: Vehicle-detection
relay is activated. Door opens.

Person approaches: Vehicle-detection relay
is not activated. Door remains closed.
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Gain Access to MyEdge Today!

1. Go to myedge.milleredge.com to request
access or click the button below

2. Complete the account registration questions
and form

3. Add team members and assign roles, if
desired

4. Receive a confirmation email once you are
granted access

5. Begin using your MyEdge account

Request Access

800-220-3343
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